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All final year undergraduates are required to carry out the final year project (thesis) 
which is divided into two phases. The first phase includes more on initial research, 
planning and study on the particular subject of field chosen. The second phase of the 
thesis is more emphasized on coding and development of system 
Each undergraduate will be assigned to a lecturer who acts as a supervisor responsible in 
advising and guiding the progress of the over~ll project. The undergraduate gets to 
choose the supervisor by either accepting the supervisor' s thesis question or proposing 
his own question to the chosen lecturer 
My responsibility is to develop a tool which helps to manipulate the MySQL database. 
This tool helps to solve the unfriendly command line interface ofMySQL by presenting 
user interfaces on a browser where buttons and links are used to operate the database. 
Other than that, the tool also equipped with a compressed backup function where it can 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project overview 
MySQL Admin Pro is a web application tool to handle and manipulate the MySQL 
relational database management system. The main idea is to use simple interfaces on the 
web browser to control the database with Structured Query Language (SQL). 
1.2 Problem statement 
MySQL is a popular open source relational database management system which operates 
widely either for personal or business use. MySQL database is well-known of its 
reliability and performance but it has a huge drawback where queries and operations on 
the database have to be done in command line mode. This is a difficulty for those who are 
not familiar with the Structured Query Language (SQL) command and it's quite 
confusing to view the database in the command prompt mode. Other than this, presently 
MySQL lacks the feature to backup the entire database in a compressed file. 
1.3 Objectives 
The objective ofthis project is to build a web application called the MySQLadminPro 
which can manage the MySQL database using the web browser as the client. This is 










using this tool , it is able to control and manipulate the database more easily and hassle-
free . The resulting system will help users with: 
• Buttons and links interface 
User interface is displayed on the browser along with some common SQL 
command buttons and this is very useful for those who are not familiar with 
the SQL syntax 
• SQL query/queries command line interface 
Other than easy to use interface, the MySQLadminPro provides the user with 
the command line interface as well so that user may have the flexibility to 
issue more complicated query/quer'ies. 
• Data manipulation efficiency 
The process of manipulating the database is shown clearly to the user. User 
can see what they are doing and view the database in an organized way rather 
than outputting it in the command prompt. This will speed up the time to 
operate the database and increase efficiency 
• Access authentication 
User may need to enter their username and password to use the 
MySQLadminPro tool and this is for security purposes. Unauthorized user 
may not use the tool unless they register themselves first before they can view 
the database. 
• Database backup and compression 
User may back up their database in a zip file format. This will help for back 











The MySQLadminPro is a web-based application where it can only be used to manipulate 
the MySQL database. It provides features using the SQL keywords and the features that 
MySQLadminPro provides are as below: 
• Data retrieval 
User may retrieve data from the database using convenience buttons which 
provides operations with the SELECT keyword. The SELECT keyword can 
be used with other common keywords like FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, 
HAVING and ORDER. 
• Data manipulation 
User may manipulate the database with buttons which provides operations 
with the INSERT, UPDATE, MERGE, DELETE and TRUNCATE keywords. 
These keywords will insert values, update values, combine values, remove 
row records and delete all data from a table respectively 
• Data definition 
User may create and delete objects like databases and tables, the CREATE 
and DROP buttons will be provided 
Other than the SQL syntax, MySQLadminPro may provide other features like: 
• Compressing the database in a zipped file format 
• Access authentication 










• View MySQL information like runtime information and user ' s past operations 
history 
1.5 Research methodology 
1.5.1 Literature review 
Subjects concerning the background or detailed information for certain issues will be 
gathered from articles and documentation which can be downloaded from the internet and 
as well as books. The materials which are collected will be studied and analyzed to get all 
the relevant information for the project 
1.5.2 Study and observation of current system 
Analysis of a few well known systems which is similar to MySQLAdminPro will be 
conducted and the strengths and weaknesses of those tools will be evaluated. 
Improvements and development of MySQLAdminPro will be made by adopting the 
advantages of other tools and improve on its disadvantages 
1.5.3 Survey 
Survey is a method to gather information from the public randomly. It is one of the best 
ways to get general understanding of some specific issues so that consideration on what 










distributed randomly to public. The responses will then be gathered and analyzed by 
charts or tables for further assessment. 
1.5.4 Interview 
Interview is conducted to gather specific and essential information regarding certain 
issues. It is usually carried out with someone who is experience or knowledgeable on the 
subject. Interviews can be conducted either in closed or open manner. In closed 
interviews, interviewer will look for answers to a pre-defined set of questions while in an 
open interview, there is no pre-defined agenda and the interviewer will discuss in an 










1.6 Development methodology 
1.6.1 Waterfall model 
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Figure 1.1 Waterfall model 
Test I 
The waterfall model was born in 1970s where it was used for aerospace and defense 
projects. This model can be described as a step-by-step model where one phase ended 
and another began once a milestone had been reached (Hoffer and Valacich, 2005). It is 
suitable for small project where it is easy to manage and the requirements are very well 
understood. All deliveries and results are happen at the end when the system is ready and 









1. 7 Expected outcomes 
The expected outcomes from this project can be viewed in two key areas which are 
tangible and intangible: 
• Tangible 
o A web based tool which is successfully implemented and delivered 
on time matching up with the standards 
o The tool will be functional and practical either for business or 
personal use 
o The implementation of the tool will be documented and be able to 
be extended for future enhancement 
• Intangible 
o The use and importance of Relational Database Management 
System (RDBMS) will be understood easily by new users 
o The work load of users who depend heavily on MySQL wi ll be 
decreased due to the efficiency ofthe tool 
o Creates another alternative for users to choose on MySQL open 










1.8 Project timeline 
Project timeline is a planned schedule that records the tasks which need to be 
accomplished and the time allocated to them. It is a good way to keep track of the project 
development and it is vital to deliver the project on time. Following is the estimated time 
frame for the tasks in the development of MySQLAdminPro. 
0 iTask Name I Duration j start j Finish I Predecessors 
l 
1 I ~ Project planning 3 days Mon 811105 Wed 813105 
. 21~ Find appropriate artic les 14 days Thu 8/4105 Wed 811 7105 1 
~l@3 Chapter 1 : Introduction 7 days Thu 8118105 Wed 8124105 2 
4 @3 Chapter 2: Literature review 21 days Thu 8125105 Wed 911 4105 3 
-··-· 
5 ~ Milestone 1 : Literature review 0 days Wed 9114105 Wed 9114/05 4 
6 @3 Preliminary system analysis 14 days Thu 9115/05 Wed 9128/05 5 
--·-
7 ~ Detailed system analysis 14 days Thu 9129105 Wed 1 011 2/05 6 
8 ~ Milestone 2: System analysis review 0 days Wed 1 011 2/05 Wed 1 011 2/05 7 
9 I ~ Preliminary system design 14 days Thu 1 0113105 Wed 1 0126/05 8 
-10 -j Detailed system design 14 days Thu 1 0127/05 Wed 1119/05 9 
11 ~  Milestone 3: System design review 0 days Wed 1119/05 Wed 1119/05 10 
12 ~ Implementation 60 days Thu 1111 0/05 Sun 118/06 11 
..... --···-
13 ~ System testing 56 days Wed 11116/05 Tue 1110/06 
14 ~ System evaluation 3 days Wed 111 1/06 Fri 1113106 13 
15 ~ Milestone 4: Delivery 0 days Fri 1113/06 Fri 1113/06 14 ---·-
~~ Documentation 90 days Sun 1 0116/05 Fri 1113/06 














Figure 1.3 Gantt chart for project timeline 
1.9 Summary 
This chapter gives an overall review including the purposes and expectations of the 
project. It gives a general idea on how the end result should have and it takes into account 
of the existing methodologies being used. The project timeline is to make sure that all the 





















Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Background study 
Database technology can be considered the most vital in computer systems today and its 
applications range from single user to large database systems with terabytes of data 
supporting thousands of users. To manipulate the database, the Database Management 
System (DBMS) and Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) are introduced. 
Tools which will be discussed are used to give the RDBMS a new look and interface to 
ease and help users to operate on the RDBMS .. 
2.2 Introduction to database 
A database is a collection of non-redundant data and it is used to separate the program 
and data by storing data in the database in another physical storage away from the 
application program itself. Database can reduce data redundancy and inconsistency while 
in the same time, helps to maintain the quality and integrity of the data. The database can 
present different view of data to users and this is controlled by the database administrator. 
2.3 Database Management System (DBMS) 
A database could not stand by itself and it must be managed, organized, and administered 
by a structure which gives meaning to the database and to hold its valuable data. To build 










(DBMS). In another word, the DBMS is a set of programs to process databases and their 
associated applications. 
The reasons for having the DBMS is to reduce the amount of redundancy in the stored 
data, avoid inconsistency, and the most important is to provide a centralized control of 
the operational data. 
Users communicate with the database through this Database Management System DBMS 
and besides acting as a medium to communicate with the database, DBMS has other 
usabilities. It provides the user with efficient access and in the same time, it takes care of 
data integrity and security. It allows user to access the database concurrently and be able 
to recover it when crashes happen. 
2.4 Relational Database Management System 
(RDBMS) 
Relational database came out of research at IBM and the University of California at 
Berkeley in the 1970s (Seltzer, 2005) and it's defined as a system whose users view data 
as a collection oftables related to each other through common data values (Kline, 2001). 
Data is stored in a 2 dimensional tables and multiple relationships between data elements 










To manage relational database, the Relational Database Management System is used and 
it is a system with the capability of recombining data elements to form different relations 
resulting in a great flexibility of data usage. Its advantages includes its fast retrieval speed 
for multi-user or transactional environment, new tables and rows can be added and 
modified easily and its flexibility. Its disadvantages are more on time and cost because it 
is easy to create an inefficient and badly database design if there is no proper data 
analysis prior to implementation. According to E.F. Codd's Twelve Principes of 
Relational Databases, a database product must meet all these twelve rules in order to be 
labeled as "relational" database product (Kline, 2001 ). The rules are: 
• Information is represented logically in tables. 
• Data must be logically accessible by table, primary key, and column 
• Null values must be uniformly treated as "missing information," not as 
empty strings, blanks, or zeros. 
• Metadata (data about the database) must be stored in the database just as 
regular data is. 
• A single language must be able to define data, views, integrity constraints, 
authorization, transactions, and data manipulation. 
• Views must show the updates of their base tables and vice versa 
• A single operation must be able to retrieve, insert, update, or delete data. 
• Batch and end-user operations are logically separate from physical storage 
and access methods. 
• Batch and end-user operations can change the database schema without 










• Integrity constraints must be available and stored in the RDB metadata , not 
in an application program. 
• The data manipulation language of the relational system should not care 
where or how the physical data is distributed and should not require 
alteration if the physical data is centralized or distributed. 
• Any row processing done in the system must obey the same integrity rules 
and constraints that set-processing operations do. 
A few examples ofRDBMS are Oracle, MS SQL Server, PostgreSQL, lnformix and 










2.4.1 Comparison between RDBMS 
(Giacomo, 2005) 
MySQL PostgreSQL Oracle MSSQL 
Data storage 
Storage models MyiSAM, lnnoDB, Postgres Bitmapped, B-tree, Clustered, 
Berkeley DB, full-text lOT, function-based nonclustered 
High/very high 
Large/very large 
Reliability High High/very high High/very high 
Scalability Large Large/very large Large/very large 
Indexes 
Single and multicolumn, Yes Yes Yes Yes 
primary key, and full text 
Data integrity 
ACID compliance, row-level Yes Yes Yes Yes 












Single master Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Multimaster Yes Yes/no* Yes Yes 
Clustering Yes No Yes Yes 
Interface methods 
ODBC/JDBC, C/C++ AND Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Java 
Advanced features 
Stored procedures, views, Yes (starting with Yes Yes Yes 
triggers, sequences and cursors version 5.x) 
*solutiOn ex 1st but they arc commercial 










2.5 Structured Query Language (SQL) 
SQL has been accepted as the standard query language for relational database system. It 
allows users to access data in the relational database system as well as to define and 
manipulate the data. 
2.5.1 SQL standard 
The first SQL standard was published in 1986 by the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) and the second widely adopted standard comes in 1989 (Suehring, 
2002). ANSI then released an update in 1992 which is known as SQL1992 and in 1999, 
the SQL99 was borne. New features, commands and capabilities will be added in each 
releases and the International Standards Organization (ISO) has also approved the 
SQL99. The most recent release is the SQL:2003 which has replaced the SQL99. It 
makes some revisions and slight reorganization to some parts ofthe SQL99 while adding 
a brand new part which is the SQLIXML, with some XML-related specifications 
(Eisenberg, 2004). 
2.5.2 SQL commands reference 
The list below (Kline, 2001) shows the SQL commands in alphabetical order along with 
its statement classes and implementations based on the SQL99. Four vendors which are 
the MS SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle and PostgreSQL will be compared according to 
their vendor' s level of support which can be divided into four categories: 










The vendor supports the SQL99 standard for the particular command. 
• Supported, with variations (SWV) 
The vendor supports the SQL99 standard for the particular command, using 
vendor specific code or syntax. 
• Supported, with limitations (SWL) 
The vendor supports some but not all of the functions specified by the SQL99 
standard for the particular command. 
• Not supported (NS) 
The vendor does not support the particular command according to the SQL99 
standard. 
Table 2.2 SQL commands reference 
Command SQL SQL99 MSSQL MySQL Oracle Postgre 
Statement Server SQL 
Class 
ALTER SQL Yes swv NS swv NS 
PROCEDURE schema 
ALTER SQL Yes swv SWL swv swv 
TABLE schema 
ALTER SQL No swv NS swv NS 
TRIGGER schema 











CALL SQL Yes NS NS s s 
control 
CASE SQL data Yes s s NS s 
CAST SQL data Yes s NS NS s 
CLOSE SQL data Yes s NS s s 
CURSOR 
COMMIT SQL Yes swv NS s s 
TRANSAC- transact-
TION tion 
CONCAT- SQL data Yes swv swv s s 
ENATION 
OPERATORS 
CONNECT SQL Yes SWL NS s NS 
transact-
tion 
CREATE SQL No swv s s swv 
DATABASE schema 
CREATE SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
FUNCTION schema 
CREATE SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
INDEX schema 
CREATE SQL Yes s NS s NS 
PROCED- schema 
URE 











CREATE SQL Yes s NS s NS 
SCHEMA schema 
CREATE SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
TABLE schema 
CREATE SQL Yes swv NS swv swv 
TRIGGER schema 
CREATE SQL Yes swv NS swv swv 
VIEW schema 
DECLARE SQL data Yes s NS s s 
CURSOR 
DELETE SQL data Yes swv swv s s 
DISCON- SQL Yes SWL NS swv NS 
NECT con nee-
tion 
DROP SQL Yes swv swv NS swv 
DATABASE schema 
DROP SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
FUNCTION schema 
DROP SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
INDEX schema 











DROP ROLE SQL Yes NS NS swv NS 
schema 
DROP SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
TABLE schema 
DROP SQL Yes swv NS swv swv 
TRIGGER schema 
DROP VIEW SQL Yes s NS s s 
schema 
FETCH SQL data Yes s NS s swv 
GRANT SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
schema 
INSERT SQL Yes swv swv s s 
schema 






LIKE operator SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
schema 











OPERATORS SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
schema 
RETURN SQL Yes s s s s 
control 
REVOKE SQL Yes swv swv swv swv 
schema 
ROLLBACK SQL Yes swv NS s s 
transact-
tion 
SAYEPOINT SQL Yes swv NS s NS 
transact-
tion 
SELECT SQL data Yes swv swv swv swv 
SET SQL Yes SWL NS NS NS 
CONNECT- connec-
ION tion 
SET ROLE SQL Yes NS NS swv NS 
session 
SET TIME SQL Yes NS NS swv NS 
ZONE session 
SET SQL Yes swv NS SWL s 
TRANSAC- session 
TION 
START SQL Yes NS NS NS NS(sup-
TRANSAC- transact- (support ports 











TRUNCATE SQL data Yes s NS swv s 
TABLE 
UPDATE SQL data Yes swv swv swv s 
2.6 MySQL 
MySQL is owned by the company MySQL AB, a Sweden company and "mSQL" was 
used initially to connect database tables using fast low-level (ISAM) routines. But after 
some testing, the developers at MySQL AB found that mSQL was not fast and flexible 
enough. A new SQL interface to the database with almost the same API interface as 
mSQL was then introduced as a solution to the above problems and this is how MySQL 
was borne [5]. 
2.6.1 MySQL features 
MySQL, which is arguably one of the most popular relational database management 
system (RDBMS) has its own attractive features which makes it stand equally with its 
competitors. Speed is one of its most accepted values as it is claimed to be one of the 
fastest database around. Other than this, MySQL offers clients to connect to the server at 
the same time and they may use multiple databases simultaneously, provided that it is 











MySQL can be accessed from anywhere for data sharing since it is fully networked. In 
terms of security, MySQL has access control where viewing of data can be controlled and 
tis now supports encrypted connections using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. 
MySQL runs on multi platform and since it comes with a small size, it can be distributed 
very easily. 
In terms of scalability and limits, MySQL can handle large databases where it can handle 
a few million records. It is now supports table up to 64 indexes and according to MySQL 
AB, MySQL 3.22 supports table up to 4 gigabyte. But with the MyiSAM storage engine 
in MySQL 3.23 the maximum table size can be increased to 8 million terabytes [5]. 
2.6.2 MySQL datatypes 
MySQL supports most of the SQL99 datatypes but not all of it and on the other hand, it 
also has several additional datatypes. The table below lists MySQL datatypes as a 
comparison to SQL99 datatypes (Kline, 2001). 
Table 2.3 MySQL datatypes 
MySQL Datatype SQL99 Datatype Description 
bigint Stores signed or unsigned 
integers within the range of 
-9223372036854775808to 
9223372036854775807. 
char(n)[binary] character( c) Contains a fixed-length 










characters in length, but 
trims spaces as varchar 
does. The BINARY option 
allows binary searches 
rather than dictionary-order, 
case-insensitive searches. 
datetime Datetime Stores data and time values 
within the range of 
1000-01-01 00:00:00 to 
9999-12-31 23:59:59. 
decimal decimal(precision, scale) Stores exact numeric 
values. 
double(p,s), double double precision Holds double-precision 
precision numeric values 
enum("vall ," "val2," ... n) Is a char datatype whose 
value must be one ofthose 
contained in the list of 
values. Up to 65535 distinct 
values are allowed. 
float float (p) Stores floating-point 
numbers with a precision of 
or less. 
int, integer int, integer Stores signed or unsigned 












longblob, longtext binary large object S~resBLOBorTEXTd~a 
up to 4294967295 
characters in length. 
mediumblob, mediumtext Stores BLOB or TEXT data 
up to 65535 characters in 
length. 
mediumint Stores signed or unsigned 
integers within the range of 
- 8388608 to 8388607. 
nchar(n)[binary] national character Holds Unicode character 
strings, but is otherwise the 
same as char. 
numeric(p,s) numeric(p,s) A synonym of decimal. 
nvarchar(n) [binary] nvarchar Holds Unicode variable 
length character strings up 
to 255 characters in length. 
real(p,s) double precision Is a synonym of double 
.. 
preCISIOn. 
set("vall ," "val2," . . . n) Is a char datatype whose 
value must be equal to zero 
or more values specified in 










items are allowed in the list 
of values. 
smallint smallint Stores signed or unsigned 
integers within the range of 
-32758 to 32757. 
timestamp( size) timestamp Stores the date and time 
within the range of 1970-
01-01 00:00:00 to 2037-12-
31 23 :59:59. 
tinyblob, tinytext Is a BLOB or TEXT 
column of255 characters or 
less. 
tinyint Stores signed or unsigned 
integers within the range of 
-128 to 127. 
varchar(n) character varying(n) Stores variable-length 
character strings trimmed 
up to 255 characters in 
length. 
year(2,4) Stores either 2 or 4 year 
values, in the range of 
( 19)70-(20)69 for 2-year 










12155 in 4-year format. 
2.6.3 MySQL supported functions 
The table below shows the list of supported functions along with description of MySQL. 
Some ofthe functions are unique and it's not guaranteed to work with other RDBMS [7]. 
Table 2.4 MySQL supported functions 
Function Description 
abs(X) Returns the absolute value of X. 
acos(X) Returns the arc cosine of X, i.e., the value whose 
cosine is X; 
returns NULL if X is not in the range -I to I. 
ascii(str) Returns the ASCII code value of the leftmost 
character of the string str; returns 0 if str is the 
empty string; returns NULL if 
str is NULL. 
asin(X) Returns the arc sine of X, i.e., the value whose sine 
is X; 
returns NULL if X is not in the range -1 to 1. 
atan(X) Returns the arctangent of X, i.e., the value whose 
tangent is X. 
atan2(X,1J Returns the arctangent of the two variables X and Y. 
avg(expr) Returns the average value of expr. 
benchmark( count, expr) Executes the expression expr count times. It may be 










expre sion . The re ult value i alway 0. 
binary Casts the string following it to a binary string. 
bin(N) Returns a string representation of the binary value 
of N, where is a long (BIG/NT) number. 
bit_count(N) Return the number of bits that are set in the 
argument 
bit_and(expr) Returns the bitwise AND of all bits in expr. The 
calculation is performed with 64-bit (BIG/NT) 
. . 
preCISIOn. 
bit_or(expr) Returns the bitwise OR of all bits in expr. The 
calculation is performed with 64-bit (BIGINT) 
precision. 
CASE value WHEN [compare- The first version returns the result where 
value} THEN value=comparevalue. The second version returns 
result [WHEN [comparevalue] the result for the first condition that is true. If there 
THEN result .. .} is no matching result value then the result after 
[ELSE result} END ELSE is returned. If there is no ELSE part, NULL is 
CASE WHEN [condition} THEN returned. 
result [WHEN 
[condition} THEN result .. .} [ELSE 
re ult] EN D 
ceiling(X) Return the smalle t integer value not less than X. 
char(N, .. .) Interprets the argument a integer and return a 
tring consisting of the characters given by the 
A II code value of tho e integer . N LL alue 
are kipped . 
coale ce(list) Return fir t non-NULL I ment in the li t. 
concat( trl . tr2, .. .) Return the tring that r ult from con atenating 
th argum nt . 










special form of CONCA T(). The fir t argument is 
the separator for the rest of the arguments. The 
separator and the re t of the arguments can be a 
string. If the eparator is NULL, the result is 
NULL. The function skips any NULLs and empty 
strings after the separator argument. The separator 
is added between the strings to be concatenated. 
connection_id() Returns the connection I 0 (thread _id ) for the 
connection. Every connection has its own unique 
ID. 
conv(Nfrom _base, to_ base) Converts numbers between different number bases; 
returns a string representation of the number 
' 
converted from base from_ base to base to_ base; 
returns NULL if any argument is NULL. 
cos (X) Returns the cosine of X where X is given in 
radians . 
cot (X) Returns the cotangent of X. 
count(DISTINCT expr,[expr .. .}) Returns a count of the number of different values. 
count(expr) Returns a count ofthe number of non-NULL values 
in the rows retrieved by a SELECT statement. 
curdate() current_ date Return today' s date as a value in ' YYYY -MM-
oo· or YYYYMMDD format depending on 
whether the function is used in a tring or numeric 
conte t. 
curtime() current_time Return the current time a a value in ' HH :MM :SS ' 
or HHMM format. depending on v hether th 
function i u ed ina tring r numeric cont xt. 
databaseO R turn the current databa e nam . 
date _add (date. INTER VAL expr The fun cti n per(! rm dat arithm ti 
type) A DATE() and B TE() ar n n m (! r 










adddate(date,/NTER VAL expr type) date. expr i an e pr ion p cif ing the int rval 
subdate(date,JNTERVAL expr type) value to be added or ubtracted from the tarting 





decode(crypt_ tr, pass_str) 
degrees(X) 
date. expr rna tart wi th a - for negati e interval 
type indicate how the expr ion hould be 
interpreted . 
Formats the date value according to the format 
string. 
Returns the name of the weekday for date. 
Returns the da of the month for date, in the range 
I to 31. 
Returns the weekday index for date (I = 
= Monday, ... 7 = Saturda ). 
Returns the da 
to 366. 
in the rang I 
pas _ tr as the pa word . crypt_ tr hould be a 
string returned from E ODE() . 




Return LL if le than I or greater than the 
number of argument . ELTO i the c mpl ment of 
FIELD(). 











[numb r _of_bit }}) 
find in set(str,strli t 
floor(){) 
fo rmat(X D) 
from_da ? 
ji-om _unixtime(unix_time ramp) 
f natural 
' on ' tring and e er re t bit g t an ·off tring. 
ach tring i eparat d 
with ' eparator (default ' ")and onl 
' number_of_bit (default 64) of ·bit 
list. Return 0 if tr i not found. FIELD() is the 
complement of ELT( ) . 
trlist con i ting of ub tring . A tring li tis a 
string compo ed of ubstring eparated b ' ' 
characters. Return 0 if tr i not in trli 1 or if 
trli t is the empt string. Return LL if either 
argument i LL. Thi function doe not work 
'#.###,###.##" rounded toDd cimal . If D i 0. 
intended for u e with alue that pre ed the ad ent 
r gorian calendar 1582). du t the da 
argum nt a a alue in ' YY -MM-
HH :MM : . r Y OH 











greate t(X, Y, ... ) 
hex(N) 
interval(N,N 1,N2,N3, .. .) 
hour(time) 
if(expr 1. expr 2, expr 3} 
ifnul/(expr 1.expr2) 
i null(expr} 
unix_time tamp, forman d ac ording to the format 
tring. Format may contain the arne pecifiers as 
tho e listed in the entry for the DATE_FORMAT() 
function. 
Tries to obtain a lock the 
string str with a timeout of timeout econd 
Returns I ifthe Jock is obtained succe fully, 0 if 
the attempt times out or NULL if an error occur . 
Returns the largest (maximum-valued) argument. 
Returns a string representation of the hexadecimal 
value of N, where N is a long (BIG !NT) number. 
This is equivalent to CONV(N, 10, 16). Returns 
NULL if N is NULL 
Returns 0 if N < N1 I if N < N2 and so on. All 
arguments are treated as integers. It is required that 
N1 < N2 < N3 < ... < Nn for this function to work 
correctly. 
in the range 0 to 23. 
If expri is TR E (exprl <> 0 and expr1 <> 
LL) then IF() returns expr2, el e it return 
expr 3. IF() return a numeric or tring alue, 
depending on the context in which it i u ed . 
otherwi e it return expr2. IF LL() return a 
numeric or tring alue, dep nding n the 
If expr i 











least(X, Y, .. .) 
left(str,/en) 
length(str) 
octet _length(str)char _length(str)ch 
aracter _length(str) 





generated alue that 
wa in erted into an AUTO IN REMEN T column . 
lowercase according to the current character- et 
mapping (default i I 0-8859-1 Latin I). 
With two or more arguments, return 
(minimumvalued) argument. 
Returns the leftmost len character from the string 
tr. 
These functions return the length of the string str. 
Reads the file and returns the file contents as a 
string. The file must be on the server and the u er 
must pecify the full pathname to the file and ha e 
the file privilege. 
Returns the position of the fir t occurrence of 
sub tring ub tr in tring str. Return 0 if ub tr is 
not in tr. 


















eparat d b ', · haract r con i ting of th 
that ha e the corre p nding bit in bit t. trl 
corre pond to bit 0 tr2 to bit I et . 
returned a a 32-long hex numb r. 
Returns the minimum or maximum alue of expr. 
MIN() and MAX() rna take a tring argument; in 
such ca e the return the minimum or maximum 
tring alue. 
Returns the minute for time 
remainder of N di ided by M. 
Return the month for date, in the range I to 12 . 
Return 
now() date() currenl_lim tamp Return a alue in 
' YYYY-MMDD HH :MM: or 
YYYYMMDDHHMM format. depending on 
' hether the functi n i u ed in a tring or num ric 













byte ASCII code ... ] If the leftmo t character is not a 
multibyte character, returns the same value as the 
ASCII() function does . 
password(str) Calculates a password string from the plain-text 
pa sword str. This is the function that is used for 
encrypting MySQL passwords for storage in the 
Password column of the user grant table . 
period _add(P ~N) Adds N months to period P (in the format YYMM 
or YYYYMM). Returns a value in the format 
YYYYMM. Note that the period argument Pis not 
a date value. 
period_diff(P I ,P2) Returns the number of months between periods PI 
and P2. PI and P2 should be in the format YYMM 
or YYYYMM. Note that the period arguments PI 
and P 2 are not date values. 
pi() Returns the value of 0 . -
pow(X,Y) Returns the value of X raised to the power of Y. 
power(X,Y) 
quarter( date) Returns the quarter of the year for date, in the range 
l to 4. 
radians(X) Returns the argument X, converted from degree to 
radians. 
rand() Returns a random floating-point alue in the range 
0 to 1.0. 
rand(N) lf an integer argument N i pecified, it i u ed a 
th eed alue. 
relea e _lock(~ tr) Relea e the lock nam db the tring tr that a 
obtain d with ET L K(). R turn I ifthe lock 
I relea d, 0 ifth I k i n' t I ck db thi thread 
in whi h a e the I ki n t r I a d), and N 










repeat(str, count) Returns a string consi ting of the string tr repeated 
count times. If count <= 0 returns an empty string. 
Returns NULL if str or count are NULL. 
replace(str j rom _sir, to _sir) Returns the string tr with all occurrences of the 
stringfrom_str replaced by the string to str. 
reverse(str) Returns the string str with the order of the 
characters reversed. 
right(str, len) Returns the rightmost I 0 characters from the string 
str. 
round(X) Returns the argument X, rounded to an integer. 
round(X, D) Returns the argument X, rounded to a number with 
D decimals. If D is 0 the result has no decimal 
point or fractional part. 
rpad(str,len padstr) Returns the string str right-padded with the string 
padstr until str is ten characters long. 
rtrim(str) Returns the string str with trailing space characters 
removed. 
sec _to _time(seconds) Returns the seconds argument converted to hours 
minutes, and seconds, as a value in HH:MM:SS ' 
or HHMMSS format, depending on whether the 
function is used in a string or numeric context. 
econd(time) Returns the second for time, in the range 0 to 59. 
sign(X) Returns the sign of the argument as - I 0, or I, 
depending on whether X is negative zero or 
po itive. 
sin(X) Return the ine of X, where Xi gi en in radian . 
oundex(st;) Return a oundex tring fr m tr. Two tring that 
ound ' about the am 
.. hould ha e identical 
oundex tring . 













trcmp(expr 1, expr 2) 
substring(str,pos len) substring(str 




but the OUNDEX() function return an arbitraril 
long string. A UB TRJNG() can be used on the 
result to get a "standard" oundex string. All non-
alphanumeric character are ignored in the gi en 
tring. All international alphabetic characters 
outside the A- Z range are treated as vowels. 
Returns a string consisting of N space characters. 
Returns the nonnegative square root of X. 
Returns the standard deviation of expr. The 
STDDEV() form ofthis function is provided for 
Oracle compatability. 
STRCMP() returns 0 if the strings are the same - I 
if the first argument is smaller than the second 
according to the current sort order and I otherwi e. 
Returns a substring 10 characters long from string 
sir, starting at po ition po . The variant form that 
uses FROM i A I SQL92 syntax. 
Returns the substring from string str after count 
occurrences of the delimiter delim. If count is 
positive, everything to the left of the final delimiter 
(counting from the left) i returned. If count is 
negati e e erything to the right of the final 
delimiter (counting from the right) is returned. 
ote that if the return et 
nm 
radian 









time to sec(time) 
to_ days( date) 
trim([[BOTH I LEADING I 
TRAILING} [rem tr} FROM] str) 
truncate(X, D) 
uca e(str) upper( tr) 
zmix_timestamp() 
unix _timestamp( date) 
) 
week(date) week(date,fir t) 
ther 
specifiers produce a NULL alue or 0. 
Returns the time argument, converted to econds. 
Gi en a date, returns a daynumber (the number of 
day since ear 0). 
Returns the string tr with all remstr prefixe and/or 
suffixes removed. If none of the specifiers BOTH 
LEADING, or TRAILING are given BOTH is 
assumed. If remstr is not specified, spaces are 
removed. 
Returns the number X truncated to D decimals. If 
D is 0 the result has no decimal point or fractional 
part. 
Returns the string str with all character changed to 
uppercase according to the current character set 
mapping (default is IS0-8859-1 Latini). 
Jf called with no argument, returns a Unix 
timestamp ( econds since 1970-01-0 I 00:00:00" 
GMT). Jf UNIX_ TIMESTAMP() is called' ith a 
date argument it returns the value of the argument 
Return a string indicating the My 
in the range 0 to 53. (The eginning fa' ek 
po ible during me ear . -argum nt 









= Tuesday, . . . 6 = Sunday). 
year( date) Returns the year for date, in the range I 000 to 
9999. 
yearweek(date) yeanveek(date,first) Returns year and week for a date. The second 
argument works exactly like the second argument 
to WEEK(). Note that the year may be different 
from the year in the date argument for the first and 
the last week of the year. 
2.6.4 MySQL optimization 
Optimization is a way to make the system runs faster and it requires understanding of the 
entire system to be optimized. Database is built by tables and sets and operations on these 
tables and sets involve queries. Therefore ways to speed up the operations can be done 
by finding ways to speed up these queries. There are a number of ways to do this and the 
most common one is by the help of indexing because by indexing the tables, it may help 
the database server to look up rows more quickly. The ways queries are written will also 
affect the speed of the system to look up for the indexes. 
The MySQL Query Optimizer takes advantage of the indexes while in the same time, it 
u e other information by eliminating row which has nothing to do with the queries and 
narrow down the number of rows it has to earch. It i best to help the Query Optimizer 










• Compare column that have the same type. Identical columns will gives better speed 
performance than dissimilar types. For example, INT and BlGINT are different types 
while CHAR(IO) and VARCHAR(IO) are the same type 
• Try to make indexed columns stand alone in comparison expressions. It is better to 
write queries which lessen the number of times of the optimizer to retrieve rows from 
the database to do its comparison with an operation. The use of indexed columns 
should be maximized in the queries to find matching values in the columns. 
• Don't use wildcards as a habit. The use of wildcards should be controlled and only 
be used when necessary. 
• Test alternate forms of queries, but run them more than once. Run alternate forms 
of queries several times when testing the performance of the queries because disk 
cache stores past queries information and affects the speed of the test result. Queries 
should be run when the system is stable to increase the accuracy. 
• A void overuse of MySQL 's automatic type conversion. It is better to avoid 
automatic type conversions because the operation itself involves a small performance 
penalty. 
• Don't u e longer columns when shorter one is sufficient. For fixed length columns 
it is a good practice to u e the size of the column sufficiently. For example if 
HAR(40) i enough, a oid to declare HAR(255) 
• U e the appropriate row torageformat for the table type. Fixed-1 ngth row can b 
pr ce d fa ter than variable-! ngth row although fix d-length r w r quire m re 
pa e. F r Inn DB table , fix d-length row i b tter in term f p d a the internal 









• Declare columns to be NOT NULL. This can speed up processing and require le s 
storage because NULL values will not be checked 
• Use ENUM columns when necessary. If a string column contains only a limited 
number of di stinct values, changing it to an ENUM column will increase the 
processing speed as they are represented as numeric values internally 
• OPTIMIZE TABLE. Tables especially those which contain variable-length columns 
are exposed to fragmentation where speed will be reduced after fragmentation 
because unused spaces will be used to store tables and this lead to performance 
reduce as more blocks need to be read to get the valid rows. OPTIMIZE TABLE 
helps to keep performance on the table from degrading. 
• Pack data into BLOB column. Data which is stored using BLOB can be pack and 
unpack in application and can be retrieved in a single retrieval operation. 
• Use synthetic index. Synthetic index can be created as a hash value based on other 
columns and store it in a separate column. Rows can then be found by searching the 
hash values but this method is only good for exact-match queries. 
• Make data and tables as small as possible. This can be done by designing the size of 
the tables as little a po sible. It gives a huge speed improvement as disk can be read 










2. 7 Existing tools to manage MySQL 
My QL come with the command line interface' here u er ha e to enter QL 
command to manipulate the database. Thi i one ofthe di ad antage of using My QL 
a user ha e to know the exact yntax to manipulate the databa e and it's not uitable for 
beginner \ ho have weak knO\ ledge on QL. 
y~ql> u~ e sinple 
ataba:: e changed 
y~ ql> s elect * fron te s t 
- > ; 
+ ~-------- · - - ---------- · ------------ · ------------ · ------------ · 
I Colunn1 I Colunn2 I Colunnl I Colunn4 I ColunnS I 
· --------- · ------------ · ------------ · ------------ · ----- - ------ + 
1 DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue 
10 Dunl'lyUalue DunnyUa lue Dul'lnyUalue Dunn yU a lue 
11 Dul'lnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUa lue 
12 Dunl'lyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue Dul'll'lyUa lue 
2 Dunl'lyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue 
3 Dunl'lyUa lue Dul'll'lyUa lue DunnyUalue Dul'lnyUalue 
4 Dul'lnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue 
5 Dunl'lyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue 
6 Dul'lnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DmmyUa lue 
? DunRyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue Dul'lnyUalue 
8 DtmnyUa lue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue Dul'li'IIJUalue 
9 DtmnyUa lue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue DunnyUalue 
· --------- · ------------ · ------------ · ------------ · ------------ · 
2 ro11~ in ~ et (0.00 ~ ec) 
ys ql> -
Figure 2.1 M QL command line interface 
To ov rcom thi . t I t manage M QL databa e ha e b n de ign d toea e u r in 
term of pc.:: d t man ipu I at the databa and und r tanding f th ,: h le tructur . M 










2. 7.1 Query Browser 
My QL Query Brow er i a free tool which can be downloaded from the My QL official 
web ite . It ' one of the easiest tools to u e where u er can create, execute and optimize 
QL querie for the databa e in its simple web browser like interface. Other than this, it 
gi e the u er flexibility on whether to use its interface or hand coding the query becau e 
the code for all queries and statement are displayed and can be ea ily edited or modified . 
By u ing the Object Browser, it allows us to choose the database and tables to query and 
brow e through the pre ious is ued queries to use them again . To visually create and 
modify tables and columns information, the Table Editor can be used. Other than this, the 
cript Edi tor pro ide an interface for creating, editing and debugging large SQL cripts 










MySQl Query Browstr . root loctlhoii :Jl06 f slmplt 
Fie Eel - ()Joty 5a1ll Tods tie!~~ 





























Figure 2.2 Query Browser 







My QL ontrol enter pro ide interacti e queries with a ntax highlighting QL 
edit r" her u er can on truct queri and iew the r ult in a configurabl tab! 
- Ql 
di pia . It al pro ide an ea ' a t create and manage databa and t bl m luding 
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phpMyAdmin is a powerful tool which is able to manage the whole MySQL server and it 
can be run on many platforms including the Windows and Linux. What makes it so 
popular i its capability to manage the databa e via a web browser with the help of the 
web erver. orne of its feature are like [6]: 
• creating and dropping databa e 
• create, copy, drop rename and alter tabl 










• del te, edit and add field 
• execute any QL statement 
• load text tiles into tables 
• export data to C V, XML and Latex formats 
• administer multiple servers 
• manage MySQL users and privileges 
• support lnnoDB tables and foreign keys 
- loc: !host .. loa._t • • slmplo •• test I phpMyAclmln 2.6. l .:_P!!_ 
... Edt - F._to< Tods ,_ 
Database: 
srmple ( 2) 
simple 
• s'mole_tab e 
• taJt 
.. ZJ l / "' . 
SeiVOr !l:l localhoSI • Database 
Cf Slructuro IIi hpon ~ Oporationo 
'J lnnoOB 1- 4096 ~B 
ShowlnJ ••- 0 . 5 (7 totol , Ouory took 0 .~ Mcj 
SOL query: 
SELECT • 
FROM • f 
LMT r 
!Ed~IIExplarn SOLIICroate PHP CodoiiR•hshl 
~~ row(s) stortrng ~om reconj r!l -
'" hom:ontal ""' mode and repeal headers after r,oo- cells 
Sort by kty None 
• T • Cohomn1 
0 ¥ 'X 1 
0 X 2 
0 / X 3 
0 .....  >< . 
0 ./ X 5 
0 )<' 6 
v j ~ 
Column2 Column3 ColumM ColumnS 
durnmyVolue dummyVoluo dummyValuo dummyYaluo 
durnmyV ut dumm Volut dummyValue dummyV lut 
dummyVoluo dummyValuo dummyVolue durnmyValue 
durnm Value dummyYaluo durnmyValuo dummyV luo 
dumrnyValuo dummyValut dummyValuo dummyValut 
durnmyValuo dummyValuo dummyV lue dummyVolue 
0 _, • X 7 dummyV uo dummyV luo dummyV lut dummyValuo 
Chtc All I Vnch All W~h !!t~l«:t~ ./ )<' 











2.7.4 Comparison between tools 
Table 2.5 Comparison between tools 
Features Query Browser Control Center phpMyAdmin 
Setting up Easy to set up Easy to set up Not easy to set up, requires 
knowledge of PHP 
Reliability High High High 
Built in • Simple and convenience in table • Simple and convenience in table • Very rich in features 
features and record edit ing. and record editing. • Be ab le to do operations with 
• Poor in user and database • Good in user and database clickable buttons and links 
administrative operations administrative operations. • Good in user and database 
administrative operations. 
Ease of use Very easy to use Moderate Quite complicated 
SQL queries High, very convenience to issue Low convenience, have to open Moderate. SQL command line 
handiness command another window to issue command interface can be accessed in tab 
Record Very easy to edit Very easy to edit Quite confusing and hard to edit 
editing due to complicating features 
Access Depends on MySQL database Depends on MySQL database User may choose whether 
authentication username and password . username and password. authenticat ion is required 
Back up No back up system avai lab le No back up system ava ilable Back up system is avai lable, but 










2.7.5 My QLadminPro features improvement 
My QLadminPro will adopt other tools advantage and improve on their drawbacks 
while in the arne time, provides an ea y to u e en ironment. The main priority is it ea e 
of use to inc rea e efficiency and to o ercome the MySQL command I ine interface 
difficulty. To improve on phpMyAdmin complex interface becau e of pro iding too 
much complicated information in the same page, MySQLadminPro ,. ill sort its 
operations carefully and systematically to provide a simple to use environment. Other 
complicated functions will be listed differently for advance users. To overcome the back 
up feature where other tools lack, My QLadminPro will pro ide backup compre sing 
feature too where the database can be backed up in a zip file format. The table belo 
summarizes the features that MySQLadminPro can improve from other tools : 
Table 2.6 M QLadminPro features improvement 
My QLadminPro 
Easy to set up 
Reliabili ty High 
Bu ilt in fea ture imple and convenience in table and record editing. 
• Databa e admini trative operation will b parated fr m 
au then tic a tion 










This chapter ha gi en a brief introduction and background of database and Relational 
Databa e Management y tern (RDBMS). It also elaborated the Structured Query 
Language ( QL) commands, data type and functions in details. Existing tool to manage 
the RDBMS has been discus ed and compared to understand their pros and cons so that 





















Chapter 3: System Anal)·sis 
3.1 Introduction 
The main purp e of tern anal i i to gath r deep r under tanding on the 
requirement , hich rna affect there ulting design and implementation later. System 
anal will be 2 main categorie hich are the analysis of ur ey conducted and 
anal of fun ti nal and non-functional requirements 
3.2 Analy is of survey 
The main purpo e ofthi ur e i to gather public opinions and views regarding 
relational databa e management y tern (RDBM ) and ho-v would they want a too l to 
help them in manipulating theM QL databa e. By reviev ing the result ofthis survey, 
we can better under tand what u er want and their general needs. 
total of 0 und rgraduate from F KTM ' hich ha e perienced the My QL databa e 








Are you having difficulties in using the 





Figure 3.1 Difficulties in using MySQL command line interface 
Majority ofthe users ofMySQL (around 87 %) is having difficulties in using the 
command line interface. This is probably due to the difficulty in memorizing all the SQL 
syntaxes and uses them without error since from the survey, 60% of the respondents 
claimed that they are poor in SQL language, 30% claimed that they are moderate and 










Which of the following tools have you used before? 
Number of people 
MySQL query MySQL phpMyAdmin Others Ne-.er use 
browser control center 
Figure 3.2 Tools which have been used before 
Among all MySQL users they prefer the MySQL query browser, most probably because 
it can be easily downloaded from the MySQL official website. This is followed by 
MySQL control center and phpMyAdmin. The number of respondents who never use any 










What are the weaknesses of the tool chosen? 
Number of people 
Confusing Difficult to learn Poor funct ions Others 
Figure 3.3 Weaknesses of the tool chosen 
The main weaknesses of the tools which have been used by the respondents are 
confusing. This may be due to complicated interface design and functions. Other than 
that, difficult to Jearn and poor functions are two other drawbacks. Other weaknesses 
mentioned by the respondents are like difficult to set up the tool and not user friendly 
Table 3. 1 Importance of the features of My QL tool 
Feature Importance (Number of selection) 
Very important Moderate Not important 
Ea y to u e 23 7 0 
Lot of fun tion 16 10 4 
Adding, deleting and editing record 28 2 0 










Browsing databa e and tables 22 5 3 
Save user ' past hi tory 19 10 I 
Fa t re ponse 29 I 0 
The table above summarizes the importance ofthe features which the respondents th ink 
should be included in a MySQL tool. Although most of the features selected by the 
respondents are ' very important but emphasize is on features like easy to use, operations 
on records, database and tables browsing and fast response. 
3.3 Requirements 
Requirement are defined during the early stages of a system development as a 
specification of what should be implemented [ 12]. Besides, it is important to ensure that a 
clear understanding between the developer and client is acquired. Requirements for the 
My QLAdminPro can be divided into four categories which are functional requirements 
non-functional requirements, hardware, and software requirements. 
3.3.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirem nt are n ce itie which pecify action or re ult that the intend d 
y t m upp to deliver. The functional requirement for My QL dminPro can b 
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3.3.1.1 Use Case Description 
Login 
Use case name Login 
Priority Essentia l 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition The user has set up MySQL along with the Tomcat web server 
Basic path • The user inputs his MySQL user name and password into 
the log in box 
• User should click the " Log in" button 
• The system checks with MySQL on whether the username 
and password is valid 
• System will display the menu and welcome message to the 
user if log in is successfully done 
Alternative path None 
Post condition The user wi ll continue with his operations 
Exception paths The user has provided an invalid user name or password, and the 
system will prompt user to reenter his information 
Create new user 
U e ca e name Create new user 
Priority Desired 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition The u er has the privileges to create new user 
Basic path • The u er click the 'Create new u er ' link on the menu 
page 
Alternative path None 
Po t condition The u er wi ll continue wi th hi operation 
Exception path The u r wi ll be prompt with a me age tating that the u er could 










Delete u er 
Use ca e name Delete user 
Priority Desired 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition The user has the privileges to delete user 
Basic path • The user click the ' View all user' link on the menu page 
and select the user to be deleted 
Alternative path None 
Post condition The user will continue with his operations 
Exception paths The user will be prompt with a message stating that the user could 
not be deleted if the user does not have the right privileges 
Select database 
Use case name Select database 
Priority Desired 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition The user has successfully log into the system 
Basic path • The user choose the available database from the "select 
database' drop down list 
Alternative path None 
Po t condition All tables which contains in the selected database will be 
di splayed to the user 
Exception paths None 
Create new databa e 
U eca e name Create new database 











Pre-condition The user has successfully log into the system 
Basic path • The user enters the database name in the "Create new 
database" text box 
• The user then should click on the "Create" button 
Alternative path None 
Post condition A message stating the database has successfully created will be 
displayed 
Exception paths The user will be prompt with a message stating that an error has 
occurred if an invalid database name is entered 
View all database 
Use case name View all database 
Priority Desired 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition The user has successfully log into the system 
Basic path • The user click the "View all database" link on the menu 
page 
Alternative path None 
Post condition All available database in MySQL will be displayed 
Exception paths None 
elect table 
U e ca e name Select table 












Ba ic path 
Alternative path 
Po t condition 
Exception path 
Create new table 




Ba ic path 
lternative path 
Po t c ndition 
The u er ha successfully log into the system and has cho en a 
databa e 
• The u er should select a database 
• The user should click on the preferred table from the table 
li st 
None 
All records in the table will be displayed to the user 
None 
Create new table 
Desired 
one 
The user has successfully log into the s stem and has cho en a 
database 
• hould select a database 
• The user should enter the preferred table name 
• The u er should enter the number of columns for the new 
table 
• The u er hould click on the " reate ne table· button 
• er ha to enter the table field and elect the data type 
for the field 
• A primar key hould b elected 
• When all n ce ar data ha b n entered, u r hould 
click on th " ubmit' ' button 
including the n 











Drop databa e 




Ba ic path 
Alternative path 






Ba ic path 
A create table error me sage will be displayed to the user if 




The user has successfully log into the system 
• The user must select the 'View all databases" link from 
the menu page 
• U er should select the preferred database to be dropped by 
electing the checkbox beside the database 
• User should click the "Drop database" button 
None 
All database will be displayed to the user and a message stating 
that the database has been dropped will be displayed 
An error message will be displayed if the user did not select any 
database before pressing the "Drop databa e ' button 
Drop tabl 










• User should select the preferred table to be dropped by 
selecting the checkbox beside the table 
• User should click the ' Drop table" button 
Alternative path None 
Post condition All tables will be displayed to the user and a message stating that 
the table has been dropped will be displayed 
Exception paths An error message will be displayed if the user did not select any 
table before pressing the "Drop table" button 
Insert new record 
Use case name Insert new record 
Priority Desired 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition The user has successfully log into the system and chosen a 
database and a table 
Basic path • The user choose the preferred database and table 
• User should click on the 'Insert new record" button 
• User should then enter the values for all the necessary 
fields ofthe table 
• User should then click on the 'Submit' button 
Alternative path None 
Post condition All records will be displayed to the user including the newly 
created one and a message stating that the record i succe fully 
created will be displayed 
Exception path An rror me age will be di played if the u er did not enter the 




























The u er has succes fully Jog into the system and chosen a 
database and table 
• The user chooses the preferred database and table 
• The user click on the "Edit" button besides the record 
displayed 
• The user enters all the preferred new values to replace the 
current values for the record 
• User then should click on the ' Submit' button 
None 
All records will be displayed to the user and a message stating 
that the record has been added will be displayed 
An error message will be displayed if the user did not enter a 
valid data type for the record 
Delete record 
• The u er has successfully log into the ystem and chosen a 
databa and table 
• ge to delete record 
• 













All records will be displayed to the user and a message stating 
that the record has been deleted will be displayed 
An error message will be displayed if the user did not select a 
record to delete 
Export database to other format 
Use case name Export database to other format 
Priority Desired 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition • The user has successfully log into the system 
Basic path • The user click the ' Export ' link on the menu 
• The user select the database to be exported 
• The user select the format to be exported 
• The user select the table to be exported 
Alternative path None 
Post condition A message will be displayed stating that the selected table has 
been exported 
Exception paths An error message will be displayed if the user did not select a 
database or a table or the right file format to be exported 
Compress database to zip format 
Use case name Compress database to zip format 
Priority Desired 
Trigger None 
Pre-condition • The user has successfully log into the system 
Basic path • The user click the ' Backup ' link on the menu 
• The user select the database to be compressed 
• The user select the table to be compressed 










Po t condition 
Exception paths 
View past operation 








A message will be displayed stating that the selected table has 
been compressed 
An error message will be displayed if the user did not select a 
database or a table to be compressed 
View past operation 
Desired 
None 
• The user has successfully log into the system 
• The user click the ' Show user log' link on the menu 
None 
A file containing all the user's past operation will be open 
No file will be opened 
3.3.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non functional requirements define the overall quality or attributes of the resulting 
system. They are not specifically concerned with the functionality of a system but they 
place restrictions on the product being developed, the developing process and they also 
specify the external constraints that the product must meet [II]. 
• U abi lity 
The y tern hall provide an ea y to u e and not confusing environment for the 










Function and features are arranged and formatted well so that user may reach 
them straightforwardly 
• ecurity 
The system provides security where only valid MySQL user is permitted to enter 
the system. All access and privileges of an user in the system is the same with the 
My QL database to ensure access right and to data protection 
• Availability 
The system is available to the user at all time after all the setup has been done. 
• Maintainability 
The system is easy to maintain as all the codes written are open to be modified 
and edited to correct faults and bugs. 
• Reliability 
The ystem hould be well-tested so that all functions are proven reliable to avoid 










3.3.3 Hardware Requirements 
Belo i the ba ic hardware specification which is needed to run the system : 
Table 3.2 Hardware requirements 
Hardware Requirements 
Proce or Pentium III 800 Mhz 
Memory (Ram) 256MB 
Hard di k pace 200 MB (Depends on database size) 
Other Standard computer hardware 
3.3.4 oftware Requirements 
Below is the ba ic oftware needed to run the system: 




Micro oft Windows 

























Chapter 4: System Design 
4.1 Introduction 
System design will show how actually the whole system is going to achieve what it is 
intended to do and whether it meets the objectives and requirements specified . In another 
words, it can be called physical design which can be divided into 4 stages as below: 
• Architecture design 
• Process design 
• Input and output design 
• Interface design 
4.2 Architecture design 
MySQLadminPro is built as a 3-tier architecture which consists of a presentation layer as 
the first tier, the business logic as the second tier and lastly the data layer as the third tier: 




















4.2.1 The Presentation Layer 
User will interact with the system from this tier which comprise of a browser as a 
medium of interaction . Interactive pages will be displayed to answer requests from the 
u er and it act as a communication bridge between the user and the business logic layer. 
In another hand , information is sent from the back-end to the user and will be displayed 
in this layer too. The presentation layer will be formatted in JavaServer Pages (JSP) using 
HTML to be di played on a browser along with cascading style sheets (CSS) to make it 
look more appealing 
4.2.2 The Business Logic Layer 
All requests and interactions of the user from the presentation layer will be sent to the 
business layer to proce s. From the user 's requests, the business logic layer will 
determine what actions should be taken and in the same time, implements it. This layer 
acts a a communication bridge between the presentation and the data layer which means 
it will al o handle re ult which is sent back from the data layer due to user ' s requests. 
There ult will then be proce ed accordingly before being sent to the presentation layer 










4.2.3 The Data Layer 
The data layer primary function is to provide fast and reliable access to the data needed to 
run the whole system efficiently. Since MySQLAdminPro is a database administer 
system which helps user to query and analyze data stored in the MySQL database, it is 
important to ensure data manipulation process like data creation, retrieving, deletion and 
updates can be done effectively. 
4.3 Process Design 
The structure and the flow of data throughout the whole system will be monitored and 
organized in the process design. A few core sequence diagrams and data flow diagrams 










4.3.1 Context diagram 
Database 
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Figure 4.3 Level I DFD (A uthenticate user) 
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4.3.4 Class diagram 
ParameterBean -get -populate ParameterPopulation 
-retrieve -populate UserActionForm 
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1 -implement 
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Figure 4.6 Class diagram 
Class definition 
• ParameterBean : A c lass to set name for the use of class ParameterPopulation 
• ParameterPopulation : Populate all the name of options in the drop down list by 
using the ParameterBean object 
• UserActionForm : Act as a Java bean with setter and getter function to set values 
entered by user from the form and return values to any calling function 










• Action: A class in Struts inherited by the UserAction 
• UserAction: A class which determines user 's action and execute the appropriate 
functions according to the user ' s request 
• ExecuteAction: A class which execute functions and requests according to the 
action sent by UserAction 
• Export: A class which export selected tables in the database as a different output 
format 
• ArrayList: A collection in Java inherited by Export 
• AIIDatabase: A class which sets the database and table name and return those 
names to the calling functions 
• Cell: A class which sets the columns and rows name and return those names to 
the calling functions 
• Column: A class which sets the field and type name of a record and return those 
names to the calling functions 











t3.5 Sequence diagrams 





submit form to log in 
display menu 




return userName and password 
return t;.,-;,- - - - - -- - - - - ---- -- - -3 
k- ------------------- - -- --------- --------- --
setMessage("welcorne") 
Figure 4.7 User Log In Sequence 
I 
When user ubmits hi s username and password in the login page, class ExecuteAction 
wi ll be called and the function login(u erActionForm actionForm request) will be 
triggered. Thi function will get the username and password entered by the user which 
wa a ed in the 
erActionForm and try to connect to the My QL. If the pa sword is 
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submit form to create databas 
display database 




return true- ------ --- --- - - --- --? 
~---------------------- ------- -------------
setMessage("createNewDatabaseOk") 
Figure 4.8 Create New Database Sequence 
When user submits form to create a new database, function 
createNewDatabase(userActionForm, actionForm , request) of ExecuteAction will be 
called. The database name entered by the user will be retrieved from UserActionForm 
and query to create the new database with the name submitted by the user will be 
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Figure 4.9 Insert New Record Sequence 
When u er clicks to create a new record, class ExecuteAction will retrieve the database 










actionForm, request) w ill query the database to gather all the records of the selected 
database and tab le. C lass Column will be set for the appropriate field and type name 
while class SetA liRecord w ill be set with the entire table of records with the function 
setTableOfRecords(record List, userActionForm). Then, the column name and type of the 
table wi ll be displayed to the user so that user can insert the values of the new record for 
the table. After the user has submitted the new values for the table, class ExecuteAction 
wil l retrieve the va lues from class UserActionForm before being used by function 
insertNewRecord (userActionForm, actionForm, request) to execute the query to the 
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getDropDatabase() I 
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return true 
k- -- ----------------- - ----------- ----- ------setMessage("dropDatabaseOk") 




Figure 4.10 Drop Database Sequence 
User will select the database to be dropped and submit it to the UserAction class. Then, 
the function dropDatabase(userActionForm, actionForm, request) from ExecuteAction 
will be called and it will retrieve the user selected database value from UserActionForm. 
The drop database query will be executed in the dropDatabase function and ifthe process 











4.4 Input and Output Design 
4·4.1 Input Design 
The input design is important for users to communicate with the system. Therefore, all 
Inputs must be designed and planned systematically to avoid confusion. The input design 
Interface chosen for the system is HTML-based which will be displayed in a browser. So, 
any user who has experience using the internet may get familiar with the input design 
easily 
• Data capture, entry and input 
User will be providing inputs in text form which is entered in text fields or text 
area. Drop down list will be used to let users choose specific choices while 
checkboxes will be used to gather user ' s multiple choices. Buttons and links will 
be used as a source of navigating and submitting data throughout the system 
• Input validation 
Inputs which are entered by user will be checked to ensure all mandatory fields 
are entered. Then, inputs will be validated to check whether it fulfills the correct 
data type before being used by the system to perform the user's request. If the 
data entered does not fulfill any of these, users will be prompt to enter the data 










4.4.2 Output Design 
The output design is meant to display and send the appropriate results to users depending 
on the inputs provided. All outputs can be divided into three forms: 
• Display results in browser and users may see and work on it interactively 
• Generate database in separated text file format and user may retrieve it for 
personal use 
• Compress database in a separated zip file format and user may retrieve it for 
personal use. 
4·5 Interface Design 
The main idea of user interface design is simplicity and easy to view and use. Therefore, 
MySQLAdminPro interface design will meet this requirement by using general and 
st · 
raJghtforward approach with minimal navigation between forms and results. 
• MySQLAdminPro is optimized to be displayed on Internet Explorer because it is 
a Windows platform system and Internet Explorer is the default browser for 
Microsoft Windows 
• For optimal performance, graphical usage is minimal in interface design to 
shorten loading time 
• Font style, format, color and themes of the design is standardized so that users 










• Terms and languages used are similar to the MySQL relational database 
management system so that users may understand the interface well and help 
them to master the system easily 
• The interface is also very responsive with user' s action and interactions with the 
system by acknowledging the user when a request has completed or in case of a 
failure during some illegal actions 
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Chapter 5: System Implementation 
5.1 Overall System Development Approach 
MySQLAdminPro was developed using the object oriented approach where the 
fundamental elements of the system like the database table's column and cell were 
described in an object form. These objects were created consequently by evaluating all 
the functions that has to be delivered by the system. 
All functions will then be scheduled according to its priority, time and effort needed. For 
example, functions with higher priority like adding a database has to be completed first 
before the drop database function is developed . Other functions like user's history 
logging will be developed after all other functions has completed so that all functions 
Were involved in the logging process. 
These objects, classes and the associated methods will then be used in the system design 
by drafting the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Data Flow Diagram (DFD. The 
ltnplementation (coding) began and progressed according to these UMLand DFD design 
one by one. In another word , the development of the system proceeded by adding 
lllethods to the classes which were defined earlier to develop the required function one by 










5.2 Style and Design Approach 
Since the presentation-tier of the system is on a browser, HTML was used as the 
formatting language. Thus, the style and design is described using the Cascading Style 
Sheets (CSS). The design was planned to be simple and less sophisticated, so bright 
fonts, white background and straightforward outline is chosen to deliver the user 
Interface. 
Among a few things which was covered in the CSS is the outline of the page, the type of 
fonts used, the color of the text, the appearance of buttons and links, the color of the 
background and the images which need to be included. 
The same style and design were used in every page of the display to avoid confusion and 
Increase the usability of the system. This can be done by creating an independent CSS 
file so that every HTML page can adopt the design from it by including the specified CSS 










5.3 Implementation with JavaScript 
Every HTML page has its own JavaScript file. This JavaScript file is used to assign value 
to the property of the Java object which is used in the coding. For example, when an user 
click a button on the HTML page, the value of the button will be sent to the Java object 
Using JavaScript and by determining this value, we will know that the user has actually 
clicked that particular button. Other than value parsing, JavaScript served another usage 
In the system. It is used to submit the entire HTML form whenever the user has finished 
h' IS/her operation. 
5.4 Implementation with IntelliJ IDEA Integrated 
Development Tool (IDE) 
lntelliJ IDEA is an intelligent tool in Java development where it provides a lot of 
development utilities like (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) J2EE support, ANT, JUnit and 
Version I . . contro s mtegrat1on. 
lntelliJ IDEA was chosen as the development tool for the system where it ' s used to 
Perform coding with Java, as the code behind the business logic. Java Server Pages (JSP) 
Which acted as the presentation-tier logic was coded with IntelliJ IDEA too. Besides, the 
IDE also supports JavaScript and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) which was used to do 
client . 









5.4.1 Program commenting 
The purpose of code commenting is to aid the code readability because more time is 
spend in reading the code than writing it. In the process of coding MySQLAdminPro 
business logic using Java, description of what the code can perform will be explained 
Using code commenting which consist of "//" and "/* */".An example of code 
commenting in MySQLAdminPro business logic is shown below: 
I** 
* Create a new database 
* 
* @param userActionForm 
* @param actionF orm 
* @param request 
* @return boolean 
*I 
Account Action Form 
Action form. 
Http Servlet Request 
PUblic boolean createNewDatabase(UserActionForm userActionForm 





Log.writeln("\nClass: ExecuteAction \nMethod: createNewDatabase\n"); 
Class.forName("com.mysql .jdbc.Driver").newlnstance() ; 
Connection con=getConnection(userActionForm, actionForm, request); 
String newDatabase = userActionForm.getNewDatabase() ; 
String statement= "create database ' "+newDatabase+"' ;"; 
Statement s=con.createStatement(); 
s.execute Update( statement); 
return true; 
catch(SQ LException e) { 
(S Log.writeln("\nClass: ExecuteAction \nStatus: createNewDatabase 
QLException)\n"); 
return false · 
} ' 
} 










5.4.2 Exception handling 
The purpose of exception handling is to catch the program ' s error or condition when 
something out of expectation has occurred. This is important to track what has gone 
Wrong with the system and why does it behaves strangely during implementation. This 
situation will be logged to a file to be reviewed later and user will be notified that 
something out of expectation has occurred and will be guided by easy to understand 
messages as a response to tell them what to do next. An example of exception handling is 
shown in Figure 5.1 where the "catch" syntax will catch all the SQL generated exception 
5·4.3 Import Libraries 
Since Java is an object oriented programming language, there are a lot of libraries 
Integrated in the software development kit which can be included to reduce the 
development time and effort. This is a good object reuse practice and an example of using 
this approach is shown below by importing the library file in the beginning of the code: 
~ 111P0rt org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm; 
~ 111 P0rt javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 
~ 111P0rt java.io . *; 









Ic class ExecuteAction{ 
···· ··· ·· 










5.4.4 Apache Struts Framework implementation 
Apache Struts is a framework for deploying the servlet and JSP application which uses 
the (Model-View-Control) MVC architecture. This framework will separate the 
presentation-tier from the business logic tier so that all the presentation code (HTML 
Code) will not be mixed together with the business logic code (Java code) so that each tier 
Is clean without overlapping and development can be done easily and independently. 
Other than this, the Struts framework also provides a collection of utilities to handle 
rnany common tasks in web application development. These utilities can be made 
available in the development process by including the ~truts package file in IntelliJ and 
1111Port the specific library during coding by using the "import" syntax as shown in Figure 
5.2 
5.5 Implementing the Database 
5·5.1 Setting up the Database 
l'he MySQLAdminPro for sure, uses the MySQL database because its main purpose is to 
help and ease users in manipulating the database. Setting up the database needs nothing 
ll1ore than installing the MySQL database in the Windows environment and when this is 










5.5.2 Database Connection 
Database connection is performed using the help of the Java Database Connectivity 
(1DBC) library package. With JDBC, a connection can be set up in the business logic 
code to perform the requested manipulation with MySQL. In the system, one method is 
coded to handle the job of connecting to MySQL as shown below: 
I** 
* Make connection with username and password 
* 
* @param userActionForm 
* @param actionForm 
Account Action Form 
Action form. 
* @param request 
* @return Connection 
*I 
Http Servlet Request 
public Connection getConnection(UserActionForm userActionForm 
, ActionForm actionForm, HttpServletRequest request) 
throws Exception { 
} 
Connection nullConnection = null ; 
try{ 
Log.writeln("\nClass: ExecuteAction \nMethod: getConnection\n"); 
Class.forName("com.mysql.jdbc.Driver").newlnstance(); 
String userName = userActionForm.getUserName(); 
String password= userActionform.getPassword(); 




Log.writeln("\nClass: ExecuteAction \nStatus: getConnection (Exception)\n"); 
return nullConnection; 










5.5.3 Querying the Database 
SQL language is used in querying the database to perform the requested operations. The 
SQL statement which was created initially will be executed using the ' Statement ' object 
Which is stored in java. sql library. An example of querying the database to create a new 
database is shown in Figure 5.1 
5.6 System Modules and Functionalities 
5.6.1 Access authentication 
User of the MySQLAdminPro system must log in with their MySQL usemame and 
Password. Usemame and password will be granted by the MySQL admin by creating a 
new user in the mysql database. Other than this, the admin can choose the suitable 
Privileges to be granted to the newl y created user. These privileges are divided into three 
categories which are ' data ', ' structure' and ' administration ' (Table 5.1). In another way 
round, the admin may delete users from the mysql database too. All available users of the 
MySQL database can be viewed in the ' View all users ' page too. 
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S.6.2 Database and table manipulation . 
Create and delete database 
Database can be both created and deleted by the user provided that the user has the right 
Privileges which can be set by the admin. If the user submits a database which has 
already existed, an error message will be prompt. All databases can be deleted in the 
'v· Jew all databases ' page. 
Create and delete table 
Sirnilarly, tables can be created and deleted by the user provided that the user has the 
right privileges which can be set by the admin. If the user submits a table which has 
already existed, an error message will be prompt. The user may also enters the column 
narne, the column type, its length, its charset and also select the table ' s primary key when 









Create, edit and delete record 
Records can be created and deleted to the table provided that the user has the right 
privileges which can be set by the admin. These records in the table can be viewed page 
by page and each page is occupied by ten records. 
Export database and table 
Records in tables can be exported to the text or Microsoft Excel format using the export 
function. 
Compress database and table 
The whole database and its tables can be compressed to a zipped file format. This file 
contains the SQL script which can be used to populate back the databases and tables 
S.6.3 User's history logging 
A.)) classes and methods which have been accessed by the user the moment he/she uses 
the system will be Jogged to a text file. The admin can check the file for user' s past 











The MySQLAdminPro was built using Microsoft Windows XP as its operating system 
along with Apache Tomcat as its web server container and Internet Explorer for its 
Presentation-tier to provide implementation and testing. IntelliJ IDEA acts as both the 
Programming tool and to integrate the whole system together. 
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) provides database access technology and MySQL is 
the targeted database which is needed by the system for manipulation and operation. 
Java Server Pages (JSP) and the Apache Struts framework technology main purpose is to 
separate the presentation from business logic so that development of the system can be 





















Chapter 6: System Testing 
6.1 Objectives of Testing 
Testing is one of the most vital phases in the software development lifecycle. Its purpose 
is for quality control where it checks or validates whether the system is performing as it is 
expected without any doubts or exceptions. It is best to perform testing for the system 
thoroughly after each module or unit has been completed to ensure that the errors or 
defects will not affect the next module or unit during development. 
trrors or defects will be debugged to identify its cause so that it can be repaired or fixed . 
Sorne of the techniques of debugging are like performing traces in the code, identify the 
algorithm and function ' s correctness and identify the error states and exceptions. After 
these errors have been removed, it is important to retest the module to ensure that similar 
errors will not occur and other types of error will not exist and affect other modules after 
the modification. 
6·2 Test Strategies 
In the process of MySQLAdminPro development, four test strategies will be used to 
deter . fi . rn1ne the level of success of the system. The 1ve strategies are: 
• Unit testing 









• Integration testing 
• System testing 
• User acceptance testing 
6.2.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing involves testing the modules of the system before they are integrated with 
other components of the system. All internal data, structures, logic and conditions will be 
tested with some input data and the output will be evaluated and compared against the 
expected result 
In the development of MySQLAdminPro, tests are performed on each link, button, drop-
down menu, checkbox and text box to ensure that each of these elements is working 
correctly. Then, input test data will be entered and sent to the respective functions, and 
the output will be checked to make sure that each of these elements are correctly link to 
each ofthe functions to produce the expected result 
F'or example, the database and table creation module will be tested by creating different 
types of tables with different column types and character set. The module will be tested 
too by purposely submitting some incorrect data to check whether the modu le will handle 
the · 









6.2.2 Data Validation Testing 
This testing is to validate whether the user is entering the correct input type. In the 
system, there are functions which need the correct input type and length for operation. 
Therefore, validation will be done before the input data is used and if these data is not 
correct in terms of type and length, user will be prompted to reinsert the data. For 
example, if a character or a string is entered in the text box which expects an integer 
Value, user will be prompted to reinsert an integer value 
6.2.3 Integration Testing 
Integration testing involves putting and combining the specific module with other 
lllodules and interfaces. Emphasis of this testing is on whether the specific module 
Interacts as expected with other components 
This testing also involves integration with the user interface to prove that elements on the 
User interface can trigger the specific function of the module correctly. It is also 
1111Portant to ensure that all modules and links of the pages are connected accordingly 
6·2.4 System Testing 
System testing analyzes the whole system and evaluates it as a whole. It involves the 
tester to perform all the functions which is stated in the requirements and evaluates the 
result of the test. It also involves testing on compatibility with other software or programs 










For MySQLAdminPro, this test is performed on the last phase of the development 
Process. This is because all modules and integration between those modules need to be 
fully functional before the test can begin. The system is tested by activating all its 
functions and operations and ensures that the result is as expected. 
Performance testing 
Performance testing which is part of the system testing will evaluate the performance of 
the system on whether it conforms to the specifications and the non-functional 
re · qu1rements as below: 
• Usability 
Usability of MySQLAdminPro has been taken into consideration when designing the 
user interface. This is because MySQLAdminPro ' s main consideration is to assist 
user in manipulating the MySQL database and thus, an easy to use user interface is 
important. So, the design of the interface has been made simple with easy to 
Understand commands and functions and being tested with end users who have 
limited knowledge ofthe MySQL database to make sure that it is simple and 











Reliability is the probability and capability of the system to be used for a period of 
time without any failure. Testing of MySQLAdminPro is conducted by submitting 
various input parameters and confirms that the system performs as expected. 
• Security 
Only users which have been added by the admin are allowed to use the system. 
Sensitive information like the user' s password is encrypted and testing is done by 
using various users with different privileges to trigger all the functions provided. It is 
also important to check that only users with the right privileges granted can execute 
the specified functions. 
6·2.5 User Acceptance Testing 
The PUrpose of user acceptance testing is to ensure that the system is able to function 
fully in the intended environment and to make sure end users knows how to operate the 
system comfortably. 
The user acceptance testing of MySQLAdminPro is done by a few friends of the author 
to get feedbacks and comments regarding the system for future enhancement. Generally, 










6.3 Test Plan 
6.3.1 Unit Testing 
r--
Test Plan for MySQLAdminPro 
r:-
Name of tester: Wong Teng Foong 
"::----
Test strategy: Unit testing 
:-
Testing module: MySQLAdminPro (Login) 
p-
lace: Tester ' s house 
~ Condition tested Expected result Actual result 
~ Enter valid username and password Login successfully Same as expected 
'2 Enter invalid username and password Display error Same as expected 
----
message 
--- Test Plan for MySQLAdminPro 
N-ame of tester: Wong Teng Foong 
~strategy: Unit testing 
Testing module: MySQLAdminPro (Create new database) 
PI ace: Tester' s house 
~ Condition tested Expected result Actual result 
!j-t-




Entered an existed database name Display error Same as expected 
3-
message 
Did not enter anything and ' Create ' Display error Same as expected 











Test Plan for MySQLAdminPro 
1--
Name of tester: Wong Teng Foong -Test strategy: Unit testing 
Testing module: MySQLAdminPro (Create a new table in existing database) 
r--
Place: Tester ' s house 
N; Condition tested Expected result Actual result -I Enter a valid table name and number Prompt to insert Same as expected 
of columns in the table information oftable 
~ Enter an ex isted table name or invalid Display error Same as expected 
column number message 
'3 Did not enter anything and ' Create Display error Same as expected 
new table ' button is clicked message 
'4-- Enter all the table ' s information Table created Same as expected 
correctly and ' Submit' button is successfully 
clicked rs- Did not enter the table field name or Display error Same as expected 
(;-
entered a duplicated field name message 
Enter the wrong length for data type Display error Same as expected 
7-
Choose the wrong character set for Display error Same as expected 
data type 
f8-- . 
'-----LD1d not select a primary key Display error Same as expected 
~--- -------------------~~~~~----------------~ 
 Test Plan for MySQLAdminPro 
~of tester: Wong Teng Foong 
~trategy: Unit testing 
Tesr=----------=-----==--:-------;-------;--:---;- ~-------! 
~g module: MySQ LAdminPro (Backup and compress database) 
Place~· T~----------------------------1 
~ ester' s house 










I Select a database to backup and click Database Same as expected 
'Compress' successfully backup 
and compressed 
~ Did not select a database or table and Display error Same as expected 
click 'Compress ' message 
r--
Test Plan for MySQLAdminPro 
"::--
Narne of tester: Wong Teng Foong 
1'::::-
Test strategy: Unit testing 
Testing module: MySQLAdminPro (Export database t.able to another file format) 
ip:-
lace: Tester's house 
'N;; 
Condition tested Expected result Actual result 
lj-
Select a database to export, select the Database Same as expected 
format and click ' Export ' successfully 
!}---
exported to C: 
Did not select a database or table and Display error Same as expected 
13--
click 'Export ' message 











6.3.2 Data Validation Testing 
r--
Test Plan for MySQLAdminPro 
t-::-
Name oftester: Wong Teng Foong 
t--
Test strategy: Data validation testing 
t-:--
Testing module: MySQLAdminPro 
r:-
Place: Tester ' s house 
~ Condition tested Expected result Actual result 
I]-
Enter invalid information Display error Same as expected 
message 
'2 Enter invalid data type of input Display error Same as expected 
message 
'3 Required field not entered Display error Same as expected 
.____ message 
6·3.3 Integration Testing 
r-----
Test Plan for MySQLAdminPro 
IN-ame of tester: Wong Teng Foong 
~trategy: Integration testing 
l'e r ~g module: MySQLAdminPro 
Place· T ' h ~ · esters ouse 
Nor--
Test case Expected result Actual result 
I-1--
f2-
Log in redirection menu.jsp is loaded Same as expected 
t---
Create new user redirection createNewUserPage.jsp Same as expected 











3 View all user redirection viewAIIUserPage.jsp is Same as expected 
loaded 
t--
4 View all databases redirection viewAllDatabasePage.jsp Same as expected 
is loaded 
5 View all tables redirection tablePage.jsp is loaded Same as expected 
r--
6 Export database redirection export.jspisloaded Same as expected 
7 Backup database redirection compressPage.jsp is Same as expected 
loaded 
rg 
Show user log redirection MySQLAdminPro.txt Same as expected 
log file is loaded 
rg-
Create new table redirection createTablePage.jsp is Same as expected 
loaded 
~ Insert new record redirection insertRecordPage.jsp is Same as expected 
loaded 















Test strategy Testing module Remarks 
1 Unit testing All modules All functionalities of MySQLAdminPro 
were tested and the test results match the 
expected results 
~ Data validation All modules All data will be checked before being 
testing submitted to be used to avoid functional 
failures 
3 System testing Entire system All functions meet the user requirements 
and all non-functional requirements are 
fulfilled 
'4 Integration testing Entire system All page navigations must be done 
without any error and all modules should 
interact with each other correctly 






















Chapter 7: System Evaluation and Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
The purpose of system evaluation is to ensure that all user requirements are correctly and 
accurately built and developed in the system. This is important because minor errors can 
still be corrected if detected before launching the whole system. Other than that, the 
strengths and limitations ofthe whole system can be reviewed so that users are aware of 
What they can do with the system and what future enhancements can be added. 
7.2 System Strengths 
7.2.1 Security and Privileges 
MySQLAdminPro is password protected where users need to enter their username and 
Password before they are allowed to use the system. All passwords are protected and 
hidden behind the hashed code to guarantee the security and privacy of each user. 
The admin of MySQLAdminPro may grant specific privileges when he is creating a new 
User account. In another word , the admin can set the limitations of what the user can do 










7.2.2 Conveniences in Database, Table and Record 
manipulation 
Creating, editing and deleting databases, tables and records are just a few clicks away. 
The simplicity of the user interface which consists of links and buttons deliver high 
conveniences in user experience in functions and tasks handling. Other than that, easy to 
Understand messages will be prompted whenever a function is triggered so that users may 
know that his/her actions and requests have been performed 
7.2.3 Complete Database Backup and Compression 
Backup is very important in case of disaster like virus attack or system failures which 
lllight cause data corruption. So, MySQLAdminPro is equipped with a backup function 
Where user may backup his/her database into a script file . This script file so powerful as it 
can be used to regenerate the whole database along with its tables and data when it is run. 
Furthermore, MySQLAdminPro is prepared with the compression function where it can 
cornpress the large script file to a smaller size file. 
7·2.4 Database Table Export 
Table of databases can be exported to an external Microsoft Excel file or text file by 
Using the export function of MySQLAdminPro. This is a very important function if user 










7.2.5 User History Logging 
Every action and function which is triggered by the user whenever he/she uses the system 
Will be logged to an external log file. This file is very important to keep track of what the 
User has done with the system and vital for troubleshooting if errors or failures of the 
system occurs. This is because the log file also contains all error and exception messages 
Which will be generated by the function in case of error happens 
7.3 System Limitations 
7.3.1 SQL Query Execution 
The SQL query window can only execute one query in one time only. In another word, 
the query window will not execute if the user submit multiple line of SQL statements in 
one time. 
7·3.2 Limited Choice of File Type to Export 
The MySQLAdminPro only provides 2 file types which are the Microsoft Excel and text 
file export. This means that user can only choose on either he/she wants to export his 









7.4 Future Enhancements 
7.4.1 Multiple SQL Queries Execution 
The SQL query window execution can be modified to execute more than one SQL 
statement in one time. One of the benefits of doing this is the ease of running or 
executing script which contains a lot of SQL queries in it. 
7.4.2 Multiple Choice of File Type to Export 
Other than Microsoft Excel and test file format, the MySQLAdminPro export module can 
be enhanced by including other file format too like PDF or HTML. This increases the 
v . 
anety of file format to be chosen by the user 
7.5 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
A few problems were encountered during the whole process of MySQLAdminPro 
development 
7·5.1 Settings and Configuration Difficulties 
~tt· . mg up the environment for the MySQLAdmmPro development consumes a lot of 
time because there are a Jot of integrations to be done. Setting up the IntelliJ IDEA 
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to work with Apache Tomcat and Java 










packaging the whole MySQLAdminPro system into a single Web Archive (WAR) file is 
quite hard to do without some study on application packaging. 
7.5.2 Improperly Defined Project Scope 
There were times when the author was not certain about the scope and the extent of the 
system. However, after numerous discussions with the supervisor, all priorities and main 
concerns of the system is understood and managed to be delivered 
7.5.3 Lack of Language Mastery 
The author has less than a year of experience in web application development and it is a 
challenge to master the Java programming language in a short period of time. This has 
kept the author from adapting the best coding practices during the system development. 
Bowever, through self study and guidance from friends, this has helped the author to 
acquire acceptable level of knowledge in coding and system development to deliver all 










7.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
A lot of knowledge and experiences were gained throughout the whole process of 
MySQLAdminPro development. Among them are: 
7.6.1 Improvement in System Development Practices 
Developing the MySQLAdminPro opens a lot of opportunities for the author to learn 
lllore on system development in real practices rather than studying all the theories behind 
it in class. In terms of system development, preparations like setting up a web application 
system and Unified Modelling Language (UML) and Data Flow Diagram (DFD) drawing 
can be done personally to improve the skills on those respective practices 
7·6.2 Improvement in Programming Skill 
1-Iaving the chance to involve directly in development and coding the whole system from 
scratch really improves the programming skill of the author. This is because the only way 
to develop knowledge in programming is to do it personally. Other than programming, 
the author also learnt to structure and plans the whole system development according to 
its pr" .. 










7.6.3 Project Planning 
Other than software development skill , the author also learnt the importance of project 
planning. The author needs to plan the development of the whole system according to its 
time schedule and priorities so that the project can run systematically and conforming to 
the user requirements 
7.7 Reviews on Goals 
The summary of objectives and goals of MySQLAdminPro which were discussed in 
Chapter I are listed below: 
• To control and manipulate the MySQL database more easily with user interfaces 
instead of command line 
• To increase efficiency and effectiveness in database handling 
• 
• 
To provide access authentication for security purposes 
To provide database backup and compression 
The system has successfully met all the objectives and goals listed. Other than that, 
~YSQLAdminPro also fulfills other purposes such as table record exporting and user 











The process of developing the MySQLAdminPro is very challenging since this is the first 
system which is fully handled by the author. Besides, the system also meets a lot of 
competition from other similar system like PhpMyAdmin in terms of functionality. 
Anyway, MySQLAdminPro has successfully fulfilled all the requirements given and 
effectively launched to serve its needs 
Skills and knowledge on software development have been greatly improved while 
building this system. Other than that, the author also ha.s the chance to feel and 
experience the responsibility which needs to be carried in order to productively complete 
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FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
UNIVERSITY MALAY A 
A survey on MySQL and its tools experiences. Only candidates with acceptable 
knowledge of MySQL database are selected to conduct this survey 
This survey is conducted to gather public views on MySQL database tools and how such 
a tool would help them in manipulating the MySQL database. 
I. Do you think that the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) is an 
important technology and should be learnt? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
2· Are you having difficulties in using the MySQL (RDBMS) command line interface? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
3· Are you familiar with SQL queries and know how to use them well? Please rate your 




4· Which of the following tools have you used before to overcome the MySQL 
command line interface? 
0 MySQL Query Browser 
0 MySQL Control Center 
0 phpMyAdmin 
0 Never use any tool before (Proceed to question 7) 
0 Others, ---
5· What are the advantages of the tool which you have chosen from question 3? (Can 










0 Easy and comfortable to use 
0 Easy to learn and master 
0 Rich of functions 
0 Others ------
6. What are the weaknesses of the tool which you have chosen from question 3? (Can 
pick more than one) 
0 Confusing 
0 Difficult to learn 
0 Poor functions 
0 Others _____ _ 
7· How would you rate the tool you are using on question 3? 
0 Very good 
0 Moderate 
0 Needs improvement 
8
· lfthere is a tool which can handle and manipulate the MySQL database easily, will 




· Please rate the importance of the features below for a MySQL database tool (1 -Not 
important, 2- Moderate 3 - Very important) 
0 Easy to use 
0 Lots of functions 
0 Adding, deleting and editing records 
0 Database compression 
0 Browsing databases and tables 
0 Save user 's past history 
0 Setting user privileges 
0 Fast response 
10





















• Make sure the system has the minimum hardware and software requirements 
specified. (3 .3.3 Hardware requirements, 3.3.4 Software requirements) 
2.0 Setting up MySQLAdminPro 
• Install Apache Tomcat. The version which was used during development is 
Tomcat 5.0.30 
• Install the MySQL database. Make sure the ' Include bin directory in Windows 
path ' option is checked. The version which was· used during development is 
MySQL Essential 5.0.15 
• Copy the mysqladminpro.war file into the ' webapps' folder of Apache Tomcat. 
• Start Apache Tomcat services 
• Enter this URL on the browser address: 
http://localhost:8080/mysqladminpro/welcome.jsp to start the system 











• Enter the MySQL administrator username and password for admin login 
• Enter the username and password created by the admin to login as other users . 










4.0 Create new user 
File Eclt View Fovortes Tools ~ 














































""?""'===.;; _.,_===-~~==""':-~==;"-""' _____ , .... _____ ,, ___ ,, _______ ~-'-~~-n.'~ ---····---­
l~ 4i (!, IO~~""tl •.J ,.,38..,.. 
• Click the (Create new user] link on the menu page . 
• Enter the username that you wish to create 
• Enter the password for the user 
• Select the host for the new user. For user specified host, enter the host name in the 
text box. For ' anyhost' and ' localhost ' , do not need to enter anything 
• Select the pri vileges for the user 










5.0 Delete user 
----------------------- ------; ~ -~-- ~~~~--~~ --:-~. -;-------- ----------------- -------- - --------·---: -------- --- --- ---- --------------------------- ---··-·· 
Fie Edt 'flew F4lt'Orites: Took ~ 
@a"* • V • ~ ~ j1 p ~ SU.<h @D •.v"'iu ~ 
ttto:l/loci!k>o<l. :8()8()fmys~oi"""=;Action;;;;;;;,;·.::;do_. ----- ·-----------------...:lJ.St~~""" ? 
•••t1~' w:mw 
0 a '!I 
0 3bC 1~ 
0 c '• 
·'J d .. 
0 root IOC>ii1CSt 
B.c:ktoMcnu Delete user 
Usemame: rooc 
Cre .. e new user 
· informlllion_scheme ' • 
• Click the [View all user] link on the menu page. This will show all available 
users ofMySQL 
• Select the users that you want to delete using the checkbox 
• Click [Delete user] to remove the user 










6.0 Create new database 
-------:---------~-.::;··--:;~.-.-;-:~--:·,---··;-··-~··--··---··-··---··-····---------------··------··-------····----------·-····-----····--------··---··-·· 
Fie Edt View Favortes Tools ~ 
~ s.do. • I ~ " ~ ~1[9] ~ J Su«h @] F•vO<w [1.) 
Welcome to MySQL Admin Pro 
My ,, 
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• Enter the database name that you wish to create in the [Create new database] 
text box on the menu page 
• Click the [Create] button beside the textbox. 
• Database can also be created in the ' View all databases page ' (Refer to 6.0 on 











7.0 View all available databases 
• Click the [View all databases] link on the menu page 
• All databases will be shown 
8.0 Drop database 
Fie Eel: Ylew Favo<lei Tools He\:> 
@- . " . b' ~ [Q; ~ .... "' @1··-.. ~ @)-~ 
Database: 




BKk to Menu J ( Drop dehbese 
Usemame· ·- I CreMe new dM:ab .. e 
• Click the [View all databases] link from the menu page 
• Select the database that you wish to drop by selecting the checkbox 










9.0 Create new table 
Fo¥0rtes Tools He\? 
I-. """- '-' 
~ tt~;Jfu~:8080/m~oi~;Ac~:do . 






Back to menu 
• Select the database that you wish to create the table in, by selecting the database 
name from the drop down list located on the left hand side of the page. 
• Database can also be selected by clicking the (View all databases) link from the 
menu page followed by the clicking the database you wish to create the table in. 
• Enter the table name that you wish to create in the (Table name] text box 
• Enter the number of columns that you wish the table to have in the (Number of 
columns) text box 










• Enter the table column 's name in each [Field] of the table 
• Select the data type from the [Type] drop down list for each column 
• Select the length of the data type if necessary by entering the length in the 
[Length] text box. (Not all data type needs the data length! Error message 
will be displayed if data type does not match with data length!) 
• Select the character set ofthe data type if necessary by selecting the [Charset] 
drop down list. (Not all data type needs character set! Error message will be 
displayed if data type does not match with character set!) 
• Select at least one primary key for the table by selecting the checkbox 
• Verify whether the column can have a null value by select the [Null/Not Null] 
drop down list 










10.0 Drop table 
-------------- -------. ' ·" ----- ~~-~~--~-;; ,, --.- - -- ----- -------------- ------------ ---------------- -- ----
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Beck to Menu Drop t•ble 
Create a new table 
Table n&me: 
fli.lnberof c Cll.lrTins.: 
• Select the database that you wish to drop its table, by selecting the database name 
from the drop down list located on the left hand side ofthe page. 
• Database can also be selected by clicking the [View all databases] link from the 
menu page followed by the clicking the database 
• Select the table(s) that you wish to drop by selecting its checkbox. 










11.0 Insert new record 
·····--·----···-··----... ···-···········-··-- ···········--········- ························································································-········-····-
Fle Edt "- Fovo.tes Tools ~ 
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Username: roo4 
fd 
Uat-llla~e in ta<>: database 1 









• Select the database that you wish to insert record in, by selecting the database 
name from the drop down list located on the left hand side ofthe page. 
• Database can also be selected by clicking the [View all databases] link from the 
menu page followed by the clicking the database 
• Select the table that you wish to insert your record in. 
• Click the [Insert new record) button 
• Enter the value of the record in the textbox of each column 














12.0 Delete record 
• Select the database that you wish to delete its record, by selecting the database 
name from the drop down list located on the left hand side of the page. 
• Database can also be selected by clicking the [View all databases] link from the 
menu page followed by the clicking the database 
• Select the table that you wish to delete its record. 
• Select the record(s) that you wish to delete by selecting its checkbox 
• Click the [Drop record) button 
13.0 Edit record 
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• Select the database that you wish to edit its record, by selecting the database name 
from the drop down list located on the left hand side ofthe page. 
• Database can also be selected by clicking the [View all databases] link from the 
menu page followed by the clicking the database 
• Select the table that you wish to edit its record. 
• Click the [Edit] link located beside the record that you wish to edit 
• Replace the current value of the record with the new value by entering the value 
in the text box 













14.0 Using the SQL query window 
--~------------------:-;-----=-~.-;:----------------------··--------------------------------------------------- ---
File Eclt 'llew F~es Tools ~ 
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• Enter the SQL command that you need to submit in the query window box 
(Query window only supports one query at a time!) 















15.0 Export table to other file format 
-----;;:--------··-------;--~--~-=~-_;--~--------------------------··--··----------------------- -------------- ------ --------- -- --- ------------ --
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( Bac::ktomenu hport 
• Click the [Export] link from the menu page 
• Select the database that you wish to export from the drop down list 
• Select the format that you want to export (Microsoft Excel or text file) 
• Select the table(s) that you wish to export 




























Usemame: root ::> ROUTINES 
0 SCHEMATA 








0 Backup all 
• Click the [Backup] link from the menu page 
• Select the database that you wish to backup from the drop down list 
• Choose the table(s) that you wish to backup by selecting its checkbox 
• Choose [Backup all] if you wish to back up the entire database 










17.0 Show user log/history 
• Click the [Show user log] link from the menu page 
• A text file will be opened to show all the classes and actions that the user has 
activated 
18.0 Reconnect 
• Click the [Reconnect] link located on the upper right hand side of the screen 
• The welcome page will be displayed for the user to log in again . 
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